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INQUIRE 
You deserve to be seen and celebrated in beautiful imagery




 those who are ready to celebrate their love, untethered from antiquated traditions and expectations.

You are searching for an experience with a photographer that honors and welcomes who you truly are, affirms your love for each other, and captures photographs that only get better with age.

You are right where you belong. Together we will create classic imagery with a modern approach .
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I am a fine artist and photographer in Maryland where I live with my sweet family and cute puppies, and I believe that every love story is worthy of being celebrated and preserved in beautiful photos. 

I have a formative memory of being in a bar and walking into the bathroom (of all places) to see a large black and white photo of the Kennedy wedding. It was a reception image where Jackie is laughing over and John has a smirk on his face. Completely candid, absolutely timeless. That’s what I set out to create with my art. 







[image: A black and white portrait of Sarandon wearing a white tuxedo style dress with her long hair down. She is smiling and leaning on the back of a chair and her eyes are closed from laughing.]
[image: Photo of Sarandon smiling lightly at the camera while holding a camera in her hands. She is wearing a yellow floral dress and standing in front of a blue backdrop.]
[image: A photo of Sarandon riding in a wooden speedboat. She is wearing an all white outfit and has a scarf around her head that she is playing with.]
[image: A black and white candid portrait of Sarandon at dinner with a drink in her hand laughing at the camera.]


Hello and welcome! I'm Sarandon (pronounced SUH-RAN-DIN).


I am a fine artist and photographer in Maryland where I live with my sweet family and cute puppies, and I believe that every love story is worthy of being celebrated and preserved in beautiful photos. 

I have a formative memory of being in a bar and walking into the bathroom (of all places) to see a large black and white photo of the Kennedy wedding. It was a reception image where Jackie is laughing over and John has a smirk on his face. Completely candid, absolutely timeless. That’s what I set out to create with my art. 
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[image: A close up portrait of a Korean-American bride and groom leaning their heads towards each other while the groom looks out over the horizon]
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WHEN I THINK BACK TO OUR WEDDING DAY, THE FLOWERS TRULY STAND OUT.


She has an unbelievable eye and her attention to detail is impeccable. I cannot say enough wonderful things about the experience of working with Sarandon - she made every step of the process feel easy and comfortable. She went out of her way to make every family member (including my 86 year old grandmother) feel special and included. The wedding day experience was truly only rivaled by the final product, I could NOT have asked for a better batch of wedding photos. Can't recommend Sarandon highly enough!



- Lauren P.

Sarandon's photos were truly incredible







....but I’ll save you all the trouble of reading that much. We looked long and hard for a photographer to do our same-sex wedding and it was a breath of fresh air to not only find one but to see same-sex couples all over her page. The wedding was nothing short of a dream because of her! She got every picture we could want, was the ultimate hype girl and made us laugh all day long! We’re so happy to have got amazing pictures and an amazing friend!! We will for sure use her for every anniversary, maternity and family photos to come if she’ll have us!!



- Victoria H.

I could write a literal novel about how amazing Sarandon is
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My husband and I hired her to photograph multiple events throughout the wedding season of our lives - she beautifully captured memories of our rehearsal dinner, wedding, and even our honeymoon. Yes we took her on our honeymoon because she's that amazing. She is a kind and calming presence on a wedding day, and an expert in every aspect of what she does. Sarandon not only has a brilliant artistic gift, but a sharp business acumen and sense of professionalism that made our experience smooth and stress-free. Hiring her was one of the best choices we made!


- Jenny V.

Sarandon is INCREDIBLE
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Sarandon has an eye for detail and her photos are stunning. I fell in love with her personality and knew she was the photographer for us! On the day of the wedding, Sarandon did everything she could to make sure me and my girls felt comfortable and at ease. She joined in our conversations and silly banter and really just fit right in.  It was so nice to seeing Sarandon and her assistamt getting so IN to the whole wedding throughout the night. We definitely made the right decision when we decided to go with Sarandon for our wedding photos. 100% recommend and would totally do again!


- Ashleigh C.

Sarandon's work stood out to us in a way that no one else's did
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 I knew from the moment I met Sarandon she was going to be the perfect photographer for my husband and I. Relaxed, calm, creative- I felt like our initial conversation we hit it off like old friends and so our relationship was perfect. She would help direct Matt and I, but also let us be ourselves the entire time. She navigated our entire day, and long shot list, like a pro, and even accommodated our dog. I don't think she ever told me no and the pictures and memories she created are honestly perfect. Her photography style is light and colorful, but also she was so focused on capturing all of the day's details.


- Sammie S.

I will cherish my wedding album FOREVER
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Featured Galleries 



View work from the archives and  visit my portfolio page for a closer look!
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"CREATIVITY TAKES COURAGE. ”




― Henri I Matisse
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